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On Primary Suffixes in Kagmlrx.— By G. A. Grierson, C.I.E., 

Ph.D., I.C.S. 

[Read August, 1898.] 

These are treated in the Krdanta-prakriyd of Icvara-kaula’s Kag- 

mira-gabddmrta. They form nouns (including adjectives and participles) 

by direct accretion to verbal roots. Many of them would be properly 

classed as verbal forms. 

1. ^iT*r an. This is used to make present participles. It does not 

change for gender or number, and is added direct to the root (ix. i. 2).1 

Thus,— 

Root. Present Participle. 

kar, do. «fna«T kar an, doing. 

boz, hear. ^faT«T bozdn, hearing. 

If the root ends in a vowel, the letter ^ w is inserted (3). Thus,— 

fa di, give. fa^TT^ diwan, giving, 

fa khi, eat. khyawan, eating, 

fa ci, drink. 'S3TWT«T cyawdn, drinking. 

Note that all verbs ending in ^ i change i to ya, except fa ni, 

take, fa di, give, fa yi, come. 
i 

This form is frequently used adverbially (4). Thus tpn*T 

pardn, pardn, karun, coming, coming, he made it. 

This form corresponds to the Sanskrit present participle. 

2. itli. Used to form a past participle absolute or conjunc¬ 

tive participle, corresponding to the Sanskrit conjunctive participle in 

tvd, or ya (<3J tya). Thus,— 

kar, do. karith, having made. 

1 References, here, and elsewhere, to I^vara-kaula’s Kagmira-ga'bddmrta. 

J. i. 25 
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A preceding long ^rr a (not short ^ a) is modified. Thus,— 

ddr, place. 
• • 

o and ^ e become u and t * respectively before this prefix (14,15). 

Thus,— 

sftoT bdz, hear. 

ir*T men, measure. 

If a root ends in ^ i, the final 

ydth (ix. i. 7, 8). Thus,— 

hi, take. 

khi, eat- 

Exceptions are— 
■ > 

fsr ni, take, 

fa di, give, 

fa; yi, come. 

buzith, having heard. 

minith, having measured. 

i, together with the suffix become 

hyath, having taken. 

<^re kliyath, having eaten. 

fa*? nith, having taken, 

fa^ dith, having given, 

fa^ yith, having come. 

When the root <1^ wad, fly, signifies moksa, final release, it becomes 

<jfapq wujith, having obtained final release; but wudith, having 

flown (ix. i. 9). 

The root iJ^TTl«T masarav, cause to forget, usually forms iWrjfaiej 

masaravith, regularly, but in the phrase ‘ to cause to forget death,’ it 

becomes mdsawith. Thus,— 

iT^iT irrcfre marun mdsawith, having caused (so and so) to forget 

death (ix. i. 10); 

The suffix kydtli, may be added to this form. Thus, 

karith kydtli, having done (ix. i. 6). 

3. T i (ix. i. 11-15). This is used instead of ^ ith, when 

the word is repeated to represent frequentative action. In this case 

both a preceding a and a preceding a are modified. Thus,— 

kar, do. qjfa kpr1 kar% having made 

over and over again. 

mar, beat. q\fx q\fx mar1 mar% having beaten 

repeatedly. 

kar, boil. cfiifa kar1 kar\ having boiled 

repeatedly. 
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As in tlie case of ^ ith, preceding ^ B and 6 become t l and 

^\u respectively. Thus,— 

Uet, pound. iflfa tsit1 isit\ having pound¬ 

ed continually. 

sftoT boz, hear. |far buz' buz', having heard 

continually. 

So also we have — 

beh, sit. fafa faf? bih' bih1, having sat 

continually. 

When a root ends in \ i, the final vowel together with the suffix 

become ya (e) ; or the form in tli may be used (12). Thus,— 

fa khz, eat. 

fa ci, drink. 

Exceptions are, as usual,— 

fa ni, take. 

fa di, give. 

fa yi, come. 

used to form nouns of agency (ix. 

kccr, make. 

If a root ends in ^ i, 

y. Thus,— 

fa khi, eat. 

fa ci, drink. 

Exceptions are,— 

fa ni, take, 

fa di, give, 

fa yi, come. 

^ ^ khe khe or khydth 

khydth, having eaten fre¬ 

quently. 

^ cd cd or cydth cydth, 

having drunk frequently. 

fa fa ni ni or fa'Sf fa's? nith nith, 

having taken frequently. 

fa fa di di or fa*? fas? dith dith, 

having given frequently. 

fa fa yi yi or fa*J fa*? yith yith, 

having come frequently. 

plur. masc. wan1, fern, wane) 

l. 25-27). Thus,— 

karawunu, a maker, 

is inserted and the X i changed to 

khyawaivunu. 

cyaivawunu. 
•»* 

niivawunu, 
's 

diwawunu. 
'v 

fa^5*f yiwawun'11. 
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5. sfj^T wol”, (fern, icajen; plur. masc. wal\ fem. 
V> 7 ' ' 

wajene) is also used to form nouns of agency. For examples, 

see below (ix. i. 28-31). 

6. grakh (fem. grakgn, vide ante, p. 34). Also used to 

form nouns of agency (ix. i. 28-31). 

These two last suffixes are really secondary ones, (see Sec. Suff. 

No. 9, 10). They are added to abstract verbal nouns, especially to 

that in un (No. 16), the un being changed to W an. Thus,— 

"SfiX Tear, make. karun, making. karanwol®, or 

karangrdkh, a 

maker. 

TIT par, read. parun, reading. paranwol®, or 

parangrakh. 

If the abstract noun is feminine (see No. 31?n) and ends in *r n, 

that «r n is changed to or n, 

an*T zan, (31?n) know. 3TT*f («fi«pTT^) zdnwwolu 

zdn (fem.) or 5TT5T*r zanun zdmvdlu) or ^\n*f<r\^zananivol11', 

(masc.) knowledge. or orNniTTsf zdn^grdkh, (srispn^ 

zdngralch), or «Tr?T*nTPir' zanan- 

grdkh, a knower. 

These two suffixes can only be used with feminine abstract nouns 

when the verb expresses a condition of the body or mind. Thus or7T*T 

zan, know, expresses a condition of the mind, and therefore we can sny 

zanwol®. But the verb graz, roar, which also has a feminine 

abstract noun (see No. 310.) TJ5T graz, cannot form grazwdlu, 

because the verb does not express a condition of the mind or body. We can 

only use the masculine abstract noun, thus, grazanwolu. 

If a root ends in T i, the X i becomes ^ y before an, and W an 

becomes ana. Thus,— 

khi, eat. TgjipfT^l kliyanxivvl®, 
* ? an eater. 

khyanagrakh, ) 

cyanawol®, a drinker. ft ciy drink. 
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Exceptions are,— 

fa ni, take. 

fa di, give, 

fa yi, come. 

7. nal. 

8. lal. 

9. al, ^ It 

These three are used as follows with the roots fa di and dav 

in special senses, all obscene. Thus,— 

faif^r dinaly an unchaste woman. 

irr^faipsr mdjedinal, “ mdtrgdmi; ” 5SJ«Tfa*r^! behedinaly “ svasrgami” 

*tftfafa*TO koridinal, “ kanyagami.” 

*tt^fa^l majedilal, “ mdtrgdmi.” 

dawal, an unchaste woman. 

in^T^PsT majedawal, “ mdtrgdmibenedawal, “ svasr- 

garni)” ^frffaT^t koridawal, &c. 

^I^fat^ majedil, “ mdtrgdmi,” &c. (ix. i. 32-35). 

faif^far nmaicol®, or fasrain nma- 
* 

grakh, a taker. 

fasret^j dinawbl®, &c., a giver, 

fawt^l yinawol®, &c., a comer. 

10. ^ * (fern. ®; plur. masc. ^ *, fern. e). This is the termi¬ 

nation of past participles. This form is now, however, always used as a 

past tense, and the true participle is described later on (No. 12) (ix. i. 

36-39). Examples are,— 

^ kar, make. 

*nc par, read. 

&&aw, dig. 

^ ftar®, (it was) made, 

par®, (it was) read. 

khanft, (it was) dug. 

This suffix is added to all transitive and impersonal verbs (i. e.y verbs 

of the first conjugation), and, as a verbal form, is used when the logical 

subject (in the case of the agent) is in the first or third person. 

It cannot be used when it is in the second person. Thus, karu 

may mean, ‘ it was done by me,’ or * it was done by him,’ but cannot 

mean * it was done by you.’ So sk as®, it-was-laughed by me or by 

him. 
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^ i&alu, lie fled. 

In the case of Intransitive Verbs, it follows the conjugation of 

these verbs, and is only used in the case of those verbs which are 

known as “ Listed Verbs ” (vide A List of Ka^miri Verbs, ante, Vol. 

LXV, Part I, page 306). These I shall in future call verbs of the 

second conjugation. It is then used only in the 3rd person. Thus,— 

inal, flee. 

Non-listed Intransitive Verbs, which I shall in future call verbs 

of the third conjugation, do not use this form in ^ w, but take 

the Aorist form in auv, or SEfT^ or, used in their case for the Past 

third person sing. Thus,— 

vyath, be fat. vyathyauv, (not 973 vygthw)r 

he was fat. 

The final 3r v is dropped before suffixes, and we thus got srefte 

vyatliyau-s, I was fat. 

The following verbs are irregular (ix. i. 37, 38),— 

ci, drink, makes cyauv (it was) drunk. 

f*3 khi, eat, khyauv (it was) eaten, 

fif ni, take, nyuv (it was) taken. 

Besides this there are other irregular forms, such as ^Jrf dyutuy 

from >y/ diy ‘ give ’; which will be subsequently described under the head 

of verbs. 

This suffix, ^ w, is frequently met in other nouns, which are not 

verbal forms, e g., sjcf vygthu, fat. 

11. auv, or ov (fern. VJf eya; plur. masc. VQ ey, fem. 

eya). 

This is the termination of the Aorist Participle of verbs of the 

first and second conjugations, and of the Past Participle of verbs of the 

third conjugation. As regards its use, see No. 10. The final «[ v 

and *1 y are omitted before suffixes. The form is an old past parti¬ 

ciple, and can be used with all verbs. 

12. matu (fem. »ivr mats11; plur. masc. «ffT mat*, fem. ^ 

mats®). This is used to form the true Past Participle. It is compounded 

with No. 11, in the case of verbs of the first and second conjugations 
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and with No. 12 in the case of verbs of the third conjugation, and both 

members of the compound change for gender, number and case. 

The word is also written and pronounced mutn, (fern. mats* ; 
I ^ ^ 

plur. masc. *r|?r mat1, fern. maisa) (ix. i. 40). 

Examples of the use of this participle are,— 

A. First Conjugation. (Form 10). 

karnmatu, or karnmutu. made. 
S yi * • ' ' 

Singular. 

Masc. Fern. 

Non? karumaV*. 
' s* * 

kar^mais®. 
" ‘ 

Arc. sRfwffar kar'matis. karematse. 

Ag. Tear*mat*. karimaisi. 

Plural. 

Masc. Fern. 

Nom. cfrpC*if«T kar'mat1. karemabsa. 

Acc. karlmatyan. karematsan. 

Ag. karlmatyau. karematsau. 

Note,—1. The irregular declension of the first half of the compound. 

2. The feminine termination of the singular, matse. We 

should (according to iv. 51) except ^ matsa, but my 

pandit assures me that matse is the correct form. 

Compare p. 59, ante. 

The above declension is as given by my pandit, and is not given 

by I-k. 

B. Second Conjugation. (Form 10). 

tsalumatu, or tsalumutn, fled. 
s s s X 

Sing. Masc. tsal‘amat'a. 

Fern. tsaj^ynats?1 (vide ante, pp. 32, 33). 
A *$v- 

Plur. Masc. 

Fern. tiajeniats** 
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C. Third Conjugation. (Form 11). 

Singular. 

Masc. 

Nora. vyathySmat*. 

Acc. vyafhyematis. 

Ag. 3jwf?T vyathyematK 

Plural. 

Masc. 

Nom. vyathyemat1. 

Acc. sreWST'r vyathyematyan. 

Ag. vyathyematyan. 

The following forms are irregular :— 

Fern. 

zj^^vyathyemais”. 

gjifrpST vyathyematse. 

vyathyematsi. 

Fern. 

vyathyBmats9. 

vyathyematsan. 

vyathyematsan. 

From Past Participle. 

fa yi, come. 
i 

qpwi amat9. 

^ ats, enter. %sdmat9. 

ner, issue. s?T^??T drdmat9. 
* 

TO £>ra$, give birth. QjTijrT jpyamat9. 

far zi, be born. sninr zamat9, 
* 

war, die. ^RrT rnurnatw, or ^ifTT mud9mat9. 

Of all these, except mud9mat9, the first number of the 

compound does not change for number or case. Thus,— 

Sing. Masc. amat9. 

Fem. mWx^amais9. 

Plur. Masc. ^Tilfa amat*, 

Fem. afTH’W amatsa. 
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The forms for mud^matu are. 
" | 

Sing:. Masc. mudumatv'. 
o v» 'e 

i 
Fein. 3^3 mumats™. 

Plur. Masc. mud} mat1. 

Fem. mumgtsa. 

In other words mudv,mat'u' is only used in the Masculine. 

13. ijff mutw, see No. 12 wr matw. 
N > 

14. anay. This gives the force of the past conjunctive 

participle, negatived (ix. i. 51). 

Tear, make. 

JPC gar, make. 

xtt; par, read, 

xft? potli, be fat. 

fa hi, buy. 

Irregular are,— 

fa ni, take, 

fa di, give, 

fa yi, come. 

Tear anay, not having made. 

garanay, not having made. 

paranay, not having read. 

*fi3*T5J path anay, not having be¬ 

come fat. 

henay, not having bought. 

fa*r*7 ninay, not having taken. 

fa*T*T dinay, not having given. 

fasT^T yinay, not having come. 

15. aril. This is the first of a series of forms, connected with 

the Sanskrit participle in aniyah. It is used as an impersonal 

future passive participle, like the Latin faciendum (ix. i. 50). Thus,— 

sr?; har, make, 

xptf pah, go. 

wotli, rise. 

fa ci, drink, 

fa hi, buy. 

Irregular, as usual are,— 

fa ni take, 

fa di, give. 

fa yi, come. 

J. i. 26 

karani, it is to be made. 

V3T*ft pakani, it is to be gone. 

wothani, it is to be risen 

(one must rise). 

cent, it is to be drunk. 

hem, it is to be bought. 

fasft nint, it is to be taken. 

fa«ft dinl, it is to be given. 

fa#ft yini, it is to be come. 
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16. <3ST un. 

17. anu. 
* • 

18. sgsr unu. 
* 

These three are used indifferently for one another (ix. ii. 2, 3). 

The first is of the first declension, and the second and third of the 

second. Their declension is as follows :— 

Singular. 

Nom. karnn. 

Acc. 3PC*P9r karanas. 

Ag. <fK5f*r Jcaranan. 

Obi.1 karan0, 

Nom. karanu or karun11. 
* * 'ft 

Acc. (not used). 

Ag. JfirfiT karW. 

Plural. 

karan. 

karanan. 

karanau. 

Tift karanau. 

^■rf*T karW. 
N ^ 

(not used), 

(not used). 

(not used). Obld karani. 

If the root ends in ^ i, the first and third forms are not used 

(ix. i. 21, 24). We only have forms like,— 

Nom. Masc. 

i|gR khyanu. 

^•T hygnu. 

'3R cyan11. 

Acc. Sing. 

khyanas. 

hyanas. 

cyanas. 

f^H khz, eat. 

f% hi, buy. 

ci, drink. 

Exceptions, as usual, are,— 

fa ni, take. fiR or 3R nyunw. fif«R ninas. 

di, give. or dyunu. f^5R din as. 

fa yi, come. 

This is used,— 

(a) As an adjective. 

(h) As an abstract verbal noun. 

(a) As an adjective, it is equivalent to the Sanskrit participle in 

aniyah. Thus, 3R?r karun or karan11, means ‘ it is to be 

1 The oblique form is that form which the agent case assumes before post¬ 

positions. 

fa*T or SR yyun11. fa*R yinas. 
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made ’ (masc.). Its feminine is Tear an. Examples of its use are,— 

TTT3 WX (or vr^t) yih path (masc.) chuh parun (or 

paranu), this lesson is to be read. 

yih puth1 (fern.) cMh parah this book is to be read. 

This adjective is used in a peculiar idiom with the verb gatsh, 

go, be proper (Cf. French ga ira). The past of this verb, in this sense 

is JTW ggtshw, not jvfa gauv. It is billy used in the future and past 

tenses, not in the present. Examples of the idiom are (ix. i. 42). 

*TTT«r (or iTT^«r) tsah gatshakh margnu (or marunu) you 

deserve a beating, literally you will go with propriety to be beaten. 

31% tse gatshi suh margnu, you ought to beat him, 
'n 

literally, he will go to be beaten by you. 

31% aj*TT«r *TR??r ise gatshi sa zanana 7nargh, you should beat 

that woman, literally, that woman will go to be beaten (fern.) by you. 

3fW 3^%^ 3TK*T tse ggtshu suh nechyuv11 maranu, you should 
SJ 'i 

have beaten that boy, lit., that boy went to be beaten by you. 

3i w ^ tse ggtsh& sa zanana mar ah, you should have 

beaten that woman. 

The same form is used with the verb ^r?r lag, be proper, in much 

the same sense. This is only used in the Future and Past Conditional 

tenses (ix. i. 43). Thus,— 

?lci ^ 3i^»r tatu lagi tse gatshanu, you should go there. Here 

the participle is impersonal, and the phrase is literally, the going there 

by y°u will be proper. If the object is feminine, the participle must 

be feminine. Thus,— 

^ 3TPC5T aT*ri«T tse lagi margh sa zanana, you should beat that 

woman, literally, that woman will be proper to be beaten by you. 

So, also in the Past Conditional rjrf *3%% tgtu lagihe gatshunv' 
S* O'* 

one (I, you, &c.) should have gone there. 

The root paz, be proper, is used in exactly the same way 

(ix. i. 44). Thus, ^ 3TT^*T tse pazilie suh marunu you should 

have beaten him. Lit. He would have been proper to be beaten by you. 
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Instead of the agent case, the genitive can be used, in all these 

idioms (ix. i. 45). Thus we may say,— 

^5^ *TK«T cydnu (instead of tse) gatshi suh maranu. 

^ ^r*n«T cyan (fern.) gatshi sa zanana maran. 

So also in the plural,— 

^||sr cyan* gatshan iim martn1, you should beat 

them. 

frjiT cyane gatslian tima marane, you should beat 

them (fern.). 

Pronominal suffixes can also be added to the main verb (not to the 

participle) (ix. i. 46). The formation of these suffixes will be dealt with 

in the chapter on verbs. 

qatshu-s karun11, it should have been done to him. 
o' s* ,7 ‘ ~ 

gqtshu-y kargnu, it should have been done for thee. 

lagy-as karun, it should be done for him. 

pazy-am karun, it should be done for me. 

■. (b) As a substantive, the form is used as a masculine Abstract 

Verbal Noun, or Infinitive (ix. ii. 2, 3 and ff). Thus,— 

kar, make. karun, ^iT*r karann. or 
7 x • VJ 

karunw, the act of making, to 

make. 

The accusative singular is used with the post-position %<T or 

351ft kyut® (ix. i. 17)to form a dative. I?.#., 1PC*PJ paranas kyut11, 

for reading. Thus,— 

xr?CiT^ w paranas kyut* prayg, a couch for reading. kyut* 
'x 'x 

is an adjective. 

We thus have,— 

faffT W paranas kyutu pragg, a couch (masc. sg.) for reading. 

JTT paranas kit* gara, houses (masc. pi.) for reading. 

^•f^T paranas kits* cult1, a chair (fern, sg.) for reading. 

paranas kitsa coke, chairs for reading. 
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In all the above it will be seen that the essential meaning of the 

verb is active. A conch for reading means a couch for reading some¬ 

thing,— e.g., a book,— and the verb is not changed whatever the gender 

of the object may be. Thus puth\ a book, is feminine, but we 

still say 

^ qfsf (or fqrrr W yih putlrix (or yith yotlie) 

paranas hyutu prayg, a couch for reading this book. 

We may also use the dative of other verbal nouns in the same 

way. Thus, fai<T isefanas hyutu or (No. 30d.) f%«T tsetas 

(masc.) Jcyutu, for grinding to powder; f%rT grazanas kyut'w or 

(No. 31 g.) ufoT faff grazi (fem.) kyutu, for roaring. 

But if the verb is used passively then it agrees with the subject in 

gender, and the form is no longer substantival but adjectival. Thus, 

‘ a book for reading ’ means ‘ a book for being read,’ and we must say,— 

qf«I varan hits'* vuth1. 

On the other hand we say paranas hits* euk% be¬ 

cause the phrase means a chair for reading, and not a chair for being 

read. 

Note that when the verb is used passively, it is in the form of the 

nominative feminine, not in the accusative, although preceding fqrq hits*. 

We may also use the nominative masculine before f%<T hyutu 

(ix. i. 22, 23) when the verb is used passively. Thus qqq (or 
| " 

or xpc«r) qqnq parunu (or parun or pargnu) hyutu postukh (masc. 
■N. ^ ^ 

sg.), a book for reading. We thus get the following adjectival forms 

when the verb is used passively,— 

Masc. Sg. faRrj qqW paranu hyutw postukh, a book for 

reading:. 

(We cannot say qr*r qif pargnu hyutw prayg, a couch for 
^ 's 

reading). 

Masc. PI. f%f?T qpsf ranW hit1 hakh, vegetables for 

cooking. 

Fem. Sg. qfq parah hits* piith*, a book for reading. 
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Fern. PI. karahe kitsa kdme, businesses (fem. pi.) 

to be done. 

These are all capable of declension. Thus,—(ace.) 

’SJWT-T paranas kitis posta/ca.s cliuh thawdn, he places a book 

for reading. 

The oblique base of the form in gnu is used to indicate a pur- 

pose (ix. i. 18). I note that in poetry the form ends in ^ ane, not 

in ani. Thus,— 

xpcf*r (or poetical parani (or poetical parane) gatslian 

chuh, he goes to read. ranani gauv, he went to cook. 

When the word samakh, meet, is used in this form, it means 

to pay a visit of condolence. Thus, samakhani gauv, he 

went to pay a visit of condolence Otherwise the ordinary dative of 

the verbal noun in un is used. Thus, ^ samakhana 

putslty rudu, he stopped to meet him (ix. i. 19). 

This verbal form is used to form Inceptive and Desiderative com¬ 

pounds. Thus,— 

Inceptive compounds, are made with the infinitive in gnu or 

and the verb f% hi, take (viii. i. 57). Thus, ^ ^ 
7 x 'J x Vj 

X ^ 

suh chuh Width lekhunu hyawan, he begins to write a letter ; 

«P^«T ^ karun hyawan chuh, he begins to d •. If the object is 

feminine, the feminine infinitive is used. Thus, ^T«TT«r 

suh chuh zandna margil hyaivan, he begins to beat the woman. 

These forms are however, almost always used in the past tense. Thus, 

"flrpT karun liygtun, he began to read, (and is doing it now). 

ri|*T TjJrWrf tgm1 chuh Width lekhunw hygtumgtu, he has 
VJ VJ VJ VJ 

begun to write the letter. Literally, by him the letter to-be-written 

has been taken. So rtfiT «T*TT«r tarn1 chheh zandna 

mar an hebs^mgbs®, he has begun to beat the woman (ix. i. 41). 

Another way of forming inceptive compounds is to use the oblique 

form of the infinitive with the verb <?NT lag already mentioned. Thus,— 

^ J suh karani lggw, he began to do. 
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^ ^JT snh lggu khdth lekhani, he began to write the letter, 

aT«TT*T suh lagw zandna mdrani, he began to beat the 
v ''i 

woman. It will be observed that this form of the verbal nonn does 

not change for gender. 

Similarly, Desiderative compounds are made with the verb 

TW yitsh, wish. Thus,— 

suh chuh khdth lekhun% yitshan, he wishes to 

write the letter. 

*TK«T ^WT*T suh chuh zanana maran yitshan, he wishes 

to beat the woman. 

?i{fr I^«T*rT*r tam* yitsh* zandna maran, he wished to beat 

the woman. 

In the formation of this abstract noun the following irregularities 

appear (ix. ii. 4). Only one form of the infinitive is given, but the 

others follow the same rule,— 

tal, fry. talun or <T^SFT talyun. 

baz, fry, serve. bazun or bazyun. 

Some verbs only use their Abstract Noun in the Feminine, and, 

moreover, are then sometimes irregular in their formation (ix. ii. 24 

and ff.). They are the following:— 

Abstract Nouns. 

tsar, be inwardly wrathful tsarin, inward wrath, 

(impersonally). 

tsuv, quarrel (impersonally). tsuvin. 

[These two, when used with other verbs, take the regular feminines 

in phrases like,— 

amis hets^n tsaran} he began to be angry. Liter¬ 

ally, being angry began to him]. 

ifp^T morav, bear (of pain, imper- morav^n. 

sonally). 
^ ^ 

marts, be impatient (used im- marts^n. 

personally). 
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% 

19. an. 
\ • 

20. in. 

21. ™n. 

These are all Feminine forms of the masculine verbal adjectives, 

and of the masculine abstract nouns or infinitives, in un, an™, or 

unu (Nos. 16-18). No. 19 is the regular feminine of all three, and 

is discussed under the head of those suffixes. 

It is also specially used to form a feminine abstract noun in the case 

of the following verb. 

tsen, know by a sign, tsenavan the giving of a sign 

(ix. ii. 43). 

In the case of the following verbs it is only used in the fern, pi. 

( SIR ana) (ix. ii. 42),— 

TOT lead, bring out. 1cadana, blaming. 

Trtarr pdsar, blame. xci^XoT pdsarana, blaming. 

gruTc, weep. grukan°, weeping. 

A few verbs (mostly connected with female ideas, and mostly 

used impersonally) have no masculine forms, and are also discussed 

under the head of Nos. 16-18. 

They have only feminine abstract nouns or infinitives in in, or 

grsr ™n. For easy reference, I repeat them here. 

The two following form their abstract or infinitives in TR in, and in 

no other way (ix. ii. 24). That is to say they have no infinitive in un. 

tsar, be inwardly wrathful, whether referring to a man or 

a woman, always used impersonally, and always in the feminine. Thus, 

tas tsar™ (fern.), of him or her inward wrath was felt, i.e,, 

he or she was inwardly angry. Abstract noun or infinitive ^fts^ 

tsarin, not tsarun or tsaran, inward wrath. tsarun, does 
/ 

occur, but it is the abstract noun or infinitive of another verb, 

^ fear, increase. 

Other examples of the use of this curious verb is cR 

tas tsaran chheh (fern.) he or she is inwardly angry. Tift tas teciri, 

he or she will be angry. 
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tsuv, (ix. ii. 24) quarrel, also used impersonally, and in the 

feminine. Abstract noun or infinitive isuvin, quarrelling. 

Examples of use,— 

Present tense, ^TTiT suh clihuh tsuvan, he is quarrelling. 

Future tense, suh tsuvi, he will quarrel. 

Past tense, only used in the feminine,— 

tain* tsuv*, by him quarrelling was done. 

^ tami tsuv11, by her quarrelling was done. 

Note, that in the Past, it is always used impersonally, and in the 

feminine gender though it may refer to males. 

We thus see that ^ tsar is alwrays construed with the genitive 

( tas), but tR tsuv, in the Present and Future as an ordinary 

Intransitive Verb, and in the Past as an Impersonal Verb. 

The two following verbs, form their abstract nouns or infinitives 

in 9f«r "ii, and in no other way. 

morav, (viii. iii. 25) bear pain, used impersonally and in the 

feminine in the past tenses only. Abstract noun or infinitive 

morav^h. 

Examples of the use of this verb,— 

Present tense, suh chuh moravan, he is bearing pain. 

Future tense, suh moravi, he will bear pain. 

Past tense, crfa tam* morav* (fern, impersonal) (pain) was 

borne by him, he bore pain. 

H’lf marts (ix. ii. 25), be impatient. Abstract noun, or infinitive, 

marten. 

Examples of use,— 

Present tense, tas chheh (fern.) martsan, of that man, 

or of that woman, there is impatience. 

Future tense, iff5! tas martsi, of that man, or of that woman, 

there will be impatience. 

Past tense, tas marts'l, of that man, or of that woman, there 
' ^ 

was impatience. 

It is thus construed exactly like ^ tsar. 

J. i. 27 
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The following verbs optionally form feminine abstract nouns or 

infinitives in in addition to the ordinary masculine one in ’gif 

un (ix. ii. 26). 

?$r^ kh°s, pluck the hair. In the case of this verb, khasun 

(masc.) is used when men are referred to, and khasPn (fern.) when 

women are referred to (sensu obscoeno). 

fa^ phits, forget; ^ phog, be inwardly angry; phuh, be 

inwardly angry. In the last two the fern, abstract noun is used of the 

wrath of females. 

wazav, moisten ; ^ wuts, be burnt. 

The following verbs optionally form the feminine abstract noun in 

in, in addition to the ordinary masculine one in un (ix. ii, 

27-32). 

sdr, feel (see No. 26) ; khut, dig from below; 2R tuv, close 

(of a flower) ; n duv, sweep ; dal, pass over; ^ truk (see No. 30a), 

bite in pieces ; theh, praise; nats, dance; nat, tremble; 

•TO nam, bend; wuz, appear (as water from a spring); wuth, twist; 

wup, burn inside ; faR liv, smear (makes or fafx& Upin) ; 

^r lyav, lick; 3RX kar, do (qrffaT^ karin, however, only means a mason’s 

trowel) ; ivat, twist (watin means a collection); qR phar, 

steal (qjfa^T pharin means a female thief). Thus, sarin, feeling. 

If the secondary suffix al (sec. suf. No. 6) is ever used with 

any abstract verbal noun, it cannot be used with the masculine form, 

but only with the feminine form in (ix. ii. 27). This qjqr al 

is only used with a few verbs. Thus, thekiiial, a praiser; 

•rfksRr natinal, a trembler, and so on. 
x 

22. an, (masculine). Used to form masculine abstract nouns 

in the case of three verbs (ix. ii. 41). Thus,— 

fa ci, drink. cyan (masc.) drinking. > > 

fa khi, eat. ^jsr khyan (masc.) drinking, 

fa Jii, place. ^pT hyan (masc.) placing. ; 

20. qpT an (fern.). Used to form feminine abstract nouns in the 

case of the following verbs (ix. ii. 35, 37) kapat, cut; dant 
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shake out dust; nahav, obliterate ; fw pil, arrive ; fqrc pliir, turn 

over (pages); irrsr maz, be intent upon; milav, unite; 

mutsar, open; 33; mur, shell (pease, &c.) ; lyav, lick; ^3 wuth, 

twist; wuh, be not extinguished; adar, mix; 4’<SR; khgndar, 

divide; §[23 $shotar, make small; dftsnc zithar, make long; jpnc totar, 

have insufficient means of livelihood ; xftaR; pithar, blame and instruct; 

phutar, break; isx bgdar, make great; q{?n; bggart divide ; *323 

mdtar make thick ; wowar, shave metal. 

Thus, kapalan (fern.) cutting. 

The verb gilav, whirl about, forms fJT^r«r gilan, which means 

‘ an attempt ’ (ix. ii. 36). 

The verb *rq nav, be new, forms ^3^ novaran, raking up an old 

story against a person (ix. ii. 38). 

The verb Idr, touch, forms ^TTT»T Idran, which means ‘ tremb¬ 

ling ’ (ix. ii. 40). 

Some people use this form with the roots rjsn: tgnary dilute; 

tgtsar, make hot; ^53 sygzar, make straight (ix. ii. 39). 

24. rab. This is optionally used in the case of the root 

mas, to form a masculine verbal abstract noun (ix. ii. 5). Thus, 

masrab, forgetting. 

25. ^ ®, this is optionally used to form masculine verbal abstract 

nouns from the three following roots (ix. ii. 6). 

dodar, rot. dodgr*, rotting. 

zozar, wither. zozar*, withering. 

sosar, decay. sosgru, decaying. 

26. ^ * is used optionally to form feminine verbal abstract nouns 

in the case of the following verbs (viii. ii. 62, 63, 68, 72, 79). 

tach, pare, tgch*, scratching (also 3* tack); ^ rack, 

protect, TW rgchi&, protection ; isliad, search, tsdd*, searching; 
A A 

^7^ isliad, search (with a nasal), makes either tshdd*, or wfs 
A " * ' 

t§had; wi*f chan, sift, chan*; don, card cotton, dun* ; ^pr 
*§\ * ,/K 
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ihar, be quick, thdr*; babar, be quick, babaru; sar, 

feel, (vide p. 210); handar, be cold} hand?r*. 

27. a (masc.) ; used optionally to form masculine verbal abstract 

nouns in the case of the following verbs (ix. ii. 7). 

chbmb, husk; zos, cough ; tott bagar, fry in oil; beh, 

sit; lam, pull; Ids, be weary; wun, be unlucky. 

Thus, chomba, the act of husking, and so on. 

28. 3T a (fern.) used optionally to form a feminine abstract verbal 

noun in the case of the verb g’jr wuyg, to howl like a dog, in a special 

meaning (ix. ii. 57). 

Thus, |[JT wurjga, lying awake at night on account of some care. 

g’JT wurjg, means a dog’s howl. 

29. av. Used optionally in the case of the verb ^ lad, 

send, build, elevate, push, when it means ‘ build,’ to form a masculine 

abstract noun. ladav, also means, the wages of building (ix. ii. 8). 

30. ■" ■ (masc.). Several verbs optionally drop all suffixes to 

form abstract nouns. In such cases roots ending in hard consonants 

aspirate them in the nominative singular and plural. These roots are 

classed according to their final letters. In the case of causal roots 

ending in av, the av is dropped. 

(a) * h, certain verbs in m k and ** kav, make optional verbal 

abstract nouns by changing the qf k or ^ kav to kh (ix. ii. 9). 

These verbs are,— 

chokav, wash. 

ishok, become speechless. 

zqi tak, bite in two with a noise. 

tuk, bore like a rat. 
vJ 

tokav, cause to disappear. 

thuk, bury. 

^ truk, cut to pieces, eat (vide p. 210). 

thak, be weary. 

pdkav, cook. 

phuk, blow up fire. 

brak, clench with the teeth. 
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Thus, chokh, the act of washing. tehokh, speechlessness 

and so on. The root phuk becomes phokh, when it means 

‘ to puff.’ Otherwise it is simply phukh, the blowing of a fire. 

(6) * <7. This case is exactly similar to the preceding one. It 

occurs in the case of three verbs (ix. ii. 10). Thus,— 
, « * , ) v i 

Optional form of Abstract Noun. 

dogav, husk. dog, husking. 

varjg, paint. T*T ragg, painting. 

sagav, water plants. W sag, watering. 

(c) ^ (ix. ii. 11). It occurs only in the case of the verb,— 

wdte, cheat; abstract noun ivfteh, cheating. 

(d) Z t (ix. ii. 12). 

feet, powder; lilt, rob; wat, join. These can form 

abstract nouns in S’ th. Thus, iseth, pounding to powder. 

(e) V d (ix. ii. 13). 

jfe gand, tie; optional abstract noun, Jte gan$, tieing. 

(/) n ii* 14). 

?g«r khan, dig; 5fsf tehen, cut; optional abstract nouns, W khant 

digging, tehen, cutting. 

(g) ^ p. The following verbs optionally make their abstract 

nouns in W ph (ix. ii. 15). 

kgmp, tremble ; krp, cut with scissors ; ^PT te&p, chew 

(Cf. No. 31w.); zap, mutter prayers ; zv tap, kick of a horse, Ac. 

Thus, kgrnph, trembling, and so on. 

(/t) H m (ix. ii. 16). 

q«T bram, be in error^ abstract noun, optionally, ^ bram. 

(i) X. r (ix. ii. 17). 

car, tie tightly. 

cir, wring out. 

ffTT tar, cross over (active). 

xj^iTT phukdr, speak in anger, bubble up (of steam). 
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TOT?; phyar, strain (liquid). 

mar, beat. 

sor, remember. 

Thus, optional abstract noun, ^TT car, tieing tightly. 

(j) l (ix. ii. 18). 

tsel, force inside (active). 

W*T tshal, cheat. 

zal, scrape. 

?fr^r ZoZ, weigh. 

dal, split (active) 

mel, meet. 

Thus, optional abstract noun, £$£Z, forcing inside. 

(k) ^ w; (ix. ii. 19). 
y 

zuv, live. 

^ duv, sweep. 

cTT^ Zdr, heat, 

scj^ woJiav, curse. 

These optionally form their abstract nouns in 3 v. Thus, 5T^ znvy 

life ; wohav, cursing. 

(Z) ^ s (ix. ii. 20). 

ras, be juicy. 

hasav, incite. 

Thus, ^ ras, juiciness ; to has, inciting. 

(m) ^ h (ix. ii. 21, 22). 

JT^ gah, grind. 

TO tsah, suck. 

TO gah, grinding; TO[ tsah, sucking. The former also makes TO 

gas, grinding. 

31. - (fern.). Several verbs optionally drop all suffixes to 

form feminine abstract nouns. In such cases, roots ending in hard 

consonants aspirate them in the nominative singular. These roots are 

classed according to their final letters. 
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In the case of causal roots ending in ^ av, the av, is dropped. 

The following are the verbs :— 

(а) k (ix. ii. 56). 

chak, scatter. 

chik, sprinkle. 

camak, shine. 

tak, run. 

pkuk, smell. 

9Sk, doubt. 
•sji- 

Thus, chakhj (fem.) a scattering, a sowing of seed; gekh 

(fem.), doubting. 

(б) *3 kh (ix. ii. 75). 

There is only one, and it is irregular. lekh, write, makes 

leph, a writing (nom. pi. lepha). 

(c) 31 g (ix. ii. 57). 

«TT3T zag, be watchful. 

«TJI tag, emit a loud cry. 

^3i dag, beat. 

3T3T mayg, ask. 

^f3i lag, be with. 

^IT3T lag, imitate. 

3f3i wurjg, bark (of a dog). 

^31 goyg, sleep. 

Thus, 5TT3T zay, watchfulness. ^3T wugg, is, specially, a dog’s howl. 

«pr icugga, means the lying awake at night owing to some care. 

(d) w cli (ix. ii. 61). 

cfW tach, pare. 

mandach, be ashamed. 

Thus, scratching. The first may also form (62). 

(e) ^ t£ (ix. ii. 58). 

pats, trust with a loan. 

rots, be preferred. 

’sfT^f grots, be pure. 
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Thus, tjv pdtsh, trust (of all kinds), rotsh, preference. 

( / ) W tsh (ix. ii. 59). 

TV yitsh, wish, 

fav pritsh, ask. 

Thus, TV yitsh, wishing. We say favJTT^ pritsha-gdr* 

«-a.9, asking, &c., was done by him for him. 

(g) 5T 5 (ix. ii. 64). 

graz, roar. 

Thus, Tjsi ^ras, a roaring; faff grazi kyutu, for roaring (ix. i. 

17). 

(Ji) v t (ix. ii. 65). 

Wv break wind with noise. 
•C\ 

VV t§hat, winnow. 

qRP p7iwt, be broken. 

Thus, v* tshdth, winnowing. 

(i) 3 /7i (ix. ii. 66). 

£ya£7i, be bitter. The abstract noun, ^jar tydth, 

means necessity, necessariness. 

Thus, TfV tamale1 tydth, the want of tobacco. 

(j) v d (ix. ii. 67, 68). 

mad, mix. 

VTV tshad, search. 

The latter makes VT^ tshad, or vtv hshfid”. [The verb v^r tsdd, 
\*\ 

search, without the nasal, always makes isgd*~\. 

(k) ?r t (ix. ii. 69). 

•3J?T nyat, shear. 

latav, kick. 

Thus, nydth, a shearing ; Idtli, a kick. 

(7) V d (ix. ii. 70). 

pad, break wind. 

HfT pyad> be cognisant of. 

xiV pond, sneeze. 

Thus, m pond, a sneeze. 
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(m) *T n (ix. ii. 71). 

*JTH5T dman, change for the bad. 

aTT*r zan, know. 

Thus, aman, a change for bad. 

(n) p (ix. ii. 73). 

Udp, gnaw. 

Thus, tsdph, a gnawing (Cf. No. 30g.). 

(o) ^ ph (ix. ii. 74). 

wuph, fly. 

Thus, wuph a flying. 

(p) ^ b (ix. ii. 76). 
. *■ 

^ ramb, be beautiful. 

$ub, be beautiful. 

Thus, ^ ramb, beauty. 

(?M 2/ (ix- ii* 77 )• 

spsy pray, be pleased with. 
| i . ... i , . 4 . * 

Thus, pray, love. 

(r) T r (ix. ii. 78). 

awar, cover. , 

dakhar, depend upon. 

tar, be cold. 

4f*n; thathar, be quick. 

dor, run. 

mur, husk. 

^TTT Idr, touch. 

saJchar, set forth. 

lar, means absconding. The verb duntshar, separate, 

forms dunish, separating (ix. ii. 60). The verb, wadar, bury 

makes wad (ix. ii. 67). 

J. i. 28 
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(s) l (ix. ii. 80). 

gdgal, ) 
_ > be disturbed in one’s work. 

qTJl^T gragal, ) 

tal, go away with indifference. 

tambal, change one’s mind. 

mokal, be released. 

wolal, adorn. 

gahal, be cold. 

Thus mokal. release. 
\ 7 

(t) ? w, (ix. ii. 81). 

dap, run. 

Thus, dar, running. 

32. ^ ig Ux* ii* 33). This is used optionally to form feminine 

abstract nouns or infinitives, in the case of the following verbs. 

tsok, be angry ; <rq tap, become hot; *TJI layg, be lame. 

Thus, tsokig, anger. 

The v' milavt unite, irregularly forms milamig (ix. 

ii. 34). 

33. qftr ah (nom. sg. akh) (fern.), used to form a feminine 

abstract noun in the case of the verb tfrsr poth, be fat; e.g., 

pothakh, fatness (ix. ii. 45). 

34. <3ffT at (nom. sg. ath) (fem.), used to form feminine 

abstract nouns in the case of the following verbs (ix. ii. 44). 

arz, earn; bav, declare one’s intentions; wopaz, be¬ 

come ; W $rap, decay ; syad, succeed; jtc; gar, make; WZ wat, 

twist; gahal, be cold; hyaJc, be able. 

Thus, arzat; nom. sg. arzath, earning. 

35. SfST ay (fem.), used to form feminine abstract nouns in the 

case of the following verbs (ix. ii. 46). 

wakhan, tell; khar, ascend; sfui zfig, be watchful; 

sfT^T wal, take down; nats, dance; ir*sf hokh, be dry; aman, 

change for the bad. 
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Thus, wakhanay, telling. The verb vfrr marjg, ask, forms 5RTJR 

mag ay, asking (ix. ii. 47). 

The verb bagar, divide, forms bdgay, division, or 

bdganay (ix. ii. 48, 54). 
• • • ' * t 

The verb zen, conquer, forms fsR ziy, victory (ix. ii. 49). 
<> 

From the verb ^TR sav, sleep, comes the derivative, udasdvay, 

waking, lying awake (ix. ii. 50). 

The simple word sdvay, means ‘ happiness’ (ix. ii. 51). 

From the verb ^rst dman, change for the worse, already mention¬ 

ed, we also have ^t*rsj hamanay, a false charge (ix. ii. 52). 

From the verb ^R lag, cultivate, we have ^tr*r laganay, culti¬ 

vation (ix. ii. 53). 

From the verb sad, accomplish, we have sddanay, a 

chief cause (ix. ii. 55). 

36. awaii (fern.) (with unmodified vowel). This is added 

to a verb to signify wages (ix. ii. 82, 83, 84). Thus,— 

karawan, (fern.), the wages of doing; parawan, the 

wages of reading; ^TRe^ lonawan, the wages of reaping; 

rvzawan, the wages of remaining. 

If the root ends in a vowel the suffix is <^sr wawan. Thus,— 

(f^ di) diwawan, the wages of giving; niwawan, 

the wages of taking; khyawawan, the wages of eating; 

cyawawan, the wages of drinking. 

37. anhar, used to signify fitness (ix. ii. 91). Thus,— 

karanhdr, fit to be done. 

gandanhdr, fit to be bound. 

If the verb ends in a vowel, the suffix becomes *R^fPC anahdr. 

Thus,— 

khyanahdr, fit to be eaten. 

cyanahdr, fit to be drunk. 

hyanahdr, fit to be placed. 
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But as usual,— 

ninahar, fit to be taken; 

dinahar, fit to be given; 

yinahdVj fit to come. 

The verb lag makes lagali&r, which simply means 

* worthy.’ 


